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Write your own learning module as a "multi-touch book" with 



Getting started 

• New from template (recommended)

• Select a template that has the appearance you prefer (some are 
mostly graphic, others are mostly text - you can always add any 
type of content you want once you get started).

•  

To Create a NEW Document...

1) Open iBooks Author on your MacBook, MacAir or MacBook Pro
2) Go to the Menu at the top of the window and choose FILE, 

then NEW. 



Components of an iBook Template (p. 1)
• Title - This is also the book cover. In addition to the title of the module, you may 

add your name here as author and an image.

• Intro media - This is not required. If you prefer, you may insert an introductory 
movie file or an image.

• Table of Contents  - This is automatically generated by iBooks Author based upon  
your chapters and sections. The table of contents also contains hyper-links so the 
student can go directly to the particular chapter or section.

• Preface - Most templates have a preface where you can add the introduction to the 
module and advise the student how to use the materials, what's expected of them 
and so on. For example if you are going to include review questions for their own 
purpose, or glossary terms, videos and/or scored assessments, you would let the 
learner know in the preface. 



• Chapters - You can add NEW chapters by using the left side menu. If you right-click 

on a chapter title, you can select template options for the look of that chapter.

• Sections  - Within a chapter you can add sections if you would like to sub-divide key 
concepts into separate discussions or presentations of material.

• Glossary  - You can create glossary entries by highlighting a word or term and 
clicking on the in-window menu, just above the page, that says "Add Term". This creates 
a hyper-link to the Glossary at the end of the book. When you click the term, it takes you 
to that entry, which will have "filler" text. It is there that you add the definition.  The 
Glossary will then create a hyper-link back to where the term appears in the book, AND 
generate "Stydy Cards" (like flash cards) for that chapter for each glossary term. enables 
you to appear at back of book but can be added from anywhere in the document)

• Book information – You an add information about the author, year, etc.

Components of an iBook Template (p. 2)



Add Interactive features
Using the menu across the top of the window, just above your iBook Author 
pages, you can Insert Widgets:
 Photos - Insert a single image or a gallery of images. You may include a caption that

addresses the entire gallery, or write a caption for each image. Please check copyright
on images.

 Movies

 Review quizzes with answer correction

 Pop-up windows with an image and pop-up text

 Keynote - Create the  Keynote separately, then import it to the book. These can be used
to provide explanation for answers to review questions or for other purposes.

 Interactive images - The learner clicks on the image or set of controls at the bottom of
the image to see a close-up of some portion of the image with a caption explaining it.

 3D images

 Scrolling sidebar that allows you to have additional text explaining a concept in a small
"box", which has a scroll bar enabling the learner to view the full text.



Publishing versus Exporting your Book 
There are 3 ways to finalize and distribute your document:

Document Type Viewable on… Pros Cons 

iBook (.iba) Apple’s iBooks app on a 
Mac laptop, iPhone, iPad 
or other Mac mobile 
device 

Easy to view and 
annotate, bookmark; 
may be shared and 
viewed on multiple 
devices using iCloud 
account 

Non-Mac users cannot 
view it with all its 
interactive features; non-
interactive version may 
be viewed in Adobe 
Editions 

ePub Adobe Editions or iBooks Easy to view; may be 
viewed by PC users and 
bookmarked; may be 
shared through cloud 
storage accounts 

Does not contain 
interactive features; 
would need to substitute 
hyperlinks to resources 

PDF High quality portable 
document format viewed 
using Adobe Reader, Pro, 
Editions or iAnnotate 

Easy to view and 
annotate, bookmark; 
may be shared through 
cloud storage accounts 

Can substitute interactive 
features with embedded 
video/other images but 
interactive features do 
NOT appear and are not 
used in the same way. 
Requires more effort.

Recommended
All Med Students 
have iPads and can 
view this content in 
the iBooks App.



From the Office of Instruction & Assessment (OIA) on Main Campus





Resources for creating an iBook 

Free !Book "Publishing with iBooks Author'' O'Reilly (also available as a pdf for free) 

Opell Source materials you can use: 

Images: http://search.creativecommons.org/ (Google images is the best source) 

Links to a lot of open resources: 

http://oia.arizona.edu/ Click on >Resources and then on >Open Educational Resources 

Bookry, interactive widgets 

http://www.bookry.com/author/widget/library/ 

Copyright: 

Copyright questions Dan Lee, Main Library leed@email.arizona.edu 

ABOR Intellectual Property Policy 

http:l/policy.arizona.edu/sites/default/files/lntellectual-Property-Policy.pdf 

Fair Use checklist from the Library 

http://www.library.arizona.edu/services/faculty/scholcom/fairuse/ 

Digital Copyright Slider Timeline 

http://librarycopyright.net/resources/digitalslider/ 

Garry Forger gforger@email.arizona.edu 
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